
Wall Activity

Why Pioneers Moved to the West
Label the classroom NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, and WEST.

Ask a couple of students to come to the East wall area of the 

classroom.  Then ask a few more to join them.  Then bring the 

rest of the class to the wall area – and have them huddle in a 

small space.  Discuss with students the idea that the classroom 

represents the United States – and that the area in which they 

are standing represents the Eastern part of the United States.

Now, within the rest of the classroom (the rest of the U.S., show 

students signs representing factors that encouraged people to 

move to the West.  Hold them up one-by-one and ask students to 

move out into the classroom when they see a sign they like.  (For 

example, you might say that “over on this side of the class, 

there’s GOLD!”  See who moves.  Encourage students to move 

and spread out.  Discuss with students that there were many 

things (factors) that encouraged movement toward the West.  

Use the Analysis Questions to help guide discussion of the 

scenario.

Analysis Questions

1. In which direction did pioneers move?  (From what direction 

to what direction.)  

2. What were some of the things (factors) that prompted 

pioneers to move toward the west?

3. These factors can be sorted into two key categories:  

geographic factors and economic factors.  What are 

geographic factors?

4. What are economic factors?

5. What are examples of geographical factors?

6. What are examples of economic factors?

7. Which factors, if any, could be looked at as a geographic and

an economic factor?

8. What is the difference between a geographic factor and an 

economic factor?

9. Of the geographic factors, which contributed most to people 

moving west?  In your opinion, is it any one factor or a 

combination of factors?  Explain your answer.

10. Of the economic factors, which contributed most to people 

moving west?  In your opinion, is it any one factor or a 

combination of factors?  Explain your answer.

11. What is an example of a geographic factor in our city? 

12. What is an example of an economic factor in our city?

Tip: Consider using the large 

“posters” with the labels to 

make a large t-chart on the 

classroom wall.

Social Studies I.8b.10  Distinguish between 
geographic and economic factors. 



Geographic

Factors



Land
Lots of space everywhere!



Rivers and Canals

Erie Canal

Flat bottom sailing boat on the 
Mississippi River

Gateway to the West

http://www.americanhistory.si.edu/onthemove/collection/object_159.html
http://www.americanhistory.si.edu/onthemove/collection/object_125.html


Climate



Trails



Economic

Factors



Fertile Soil

Perfect for 
growing 
crops!



http://thewest.harpweek.com/

Farming
and Ranching



Logging



Freedom

http://mikeely.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/runaway-slaves-on-underground-railroad.jpg


Gold



Transportation



NORTH

SOUTH



EAST

WEST


